
90 – Angel with Arquebus, Asiel Timor Dei 

Master of Calamarca (La Paz School). 17th Century C.E. Oil on canvas 

 Article at Khan Academy 

 Guns, angels, and fashion! What a mix 

 Many produced in the viceroyalty of Peru: Spanish colonial region that encompassed most of 

South America 

 This painting was found by itself, but was likely part of a larger series that included angels 

performing other activities such as drumming and holding lances 

 Representing: celestial, aristocratic and military beings 

 The harquebus is a firearm with a long barrel created by the Spanish in the mid-fifteenth century 

o Forefront of military technology 

o Native indigenous people saw guns as supernatural manifestations 

o power of the Spaniards over indigenous people and protection offered to faithful 

Christians 

 angels: 

o Although the Council of Trent (1545–1563) had condemned all angelic depictions and 

names but those of Michael, Gabriel, and Raphael in the mid-sixteenth century, this ban 

was observed neither in the Viceroyalty of Peru nor in Baroque Spain 

o The Catholic Counter Reformation held a militaristic ideology that portrayed the Church 

as an army and angels as its soldiers 

o Prints from Europe (Flemish) may have had an influence – cost effective and distributed 

easily 

o Cosmos, planets, thunder,  for both Catholic as well as indigenous function were 

connected in angels 

 Military: 

o Prints from the 1607 series, The Exercise of Arms, by the Dutch Mannerist engraver 

Jacob de Gheyn, may have inspired paintings such as Asiel Timor Dei.  

 These prints were models for specific military positions and demonstrated how to 

fire a gun. 

  However, the Andean paintings differ from the prints, since they combine local 

dress and do not present realistic military positions. 

  

o Mannerist  body style still popular in the 17th century (started at the end the renaissance 

in 1500’s) 

 Aristocratic beings: 

o the dress of Andean aristocrats and Inca royalty, and is distinct from the military attire of 

Gheyn’s harquebusiers 

 Andean invention that combines contemporary European fashion and the typical 

dress of indigenous noblemen 

 excess of textile in Asiel Timor Dei indicates the high social status of its wearer 



 The elongated plumed hat is a symbol of Inca nobility, as feathers were reserved 

for nobles and religious ceremonies in pre-Hispanic society 

 The broad-brim hat on which the feathers are planted was in style in France and 

Holland around 1630 

 During the first half of the eighteenth century, when Asiel Timor Dei was 

painted, the use of gold and silver became prohibited in the clothing of nobility. 

The military was, however, exempt from this rule 

 The angels with guns personify at once the military, aristocracy, and sacred beings, and were 

adorned with the most lavish attire.  

 Francisco de Ávila, a priest in Peru who studied native customs, described the second coming of 

Christ as an event during which an army of well-attired angels with feathered hats would descend 

from the heavens 

 

 

 


